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TOTAL Blacklisted by: 8 For me: No QSO ONE YEAR (or LIFE)?1 Click Link> Seinfeld
Last Updated: 26-May-2023 DXCC: 1 States: 5 Grids: 4

CALLSIGN REASON CODE
50 Logger All chat pages. First censored then banned at the IP level.

K0GU Sez I'm a drug addicted "Babbling Piece of Crap" and my wife has Genital Herpes.
K1IVT2 DNC. FN43 NH. 11.5 miles near line of sight in direction of Europe.
N1IWP DNC. 51 miles (nlos). Strong in direction of Europe. Possible robotic FT8 Beacon.

N2EME4 Disagreement about placing beacons on WSJT calling frequencies. Called us "Luddites".3

N4EME3 Disagreement about placing beacons on WSJT calling frequencies. Called us "Luddites".
NW1B2 DNC. FN43 ME. 82 miles near line of sight in direction of Europe.

ON4KST5 Unknown. All pages. I received this FT8 message on 6m: "BLACKLISTED" and then…

Note1: Of course, nobody is under any obligation to allow me to work them but by all means
           please have the backbone to inform me if I am on your blacklist. This will help to reduce
           needless QRM from me to you and for others that may be calling you.  Please take just a
           moment to click on THIS LINK .  Focus on the upper right hand portion of the chart and
           note the number of locals in this area < 250 miles distant. Stations < 150 miles are quite
           susceptible and stations < 50 miles are very susceptible to interference from me. This is
           hard to escape when we are all jammed into a 3000 hz bandwidth channel on FT8 and
           things must be handled differently than more conventional modes. For me this means
           not transmitting at all if I can't do so efficiently and if someone refuses to respond- it's OK
           and if it's consistent then I know not to call this station again. SPECTRUM has VALUE!
Note2: "DNC" is my Do Not Call list. These are potentially new initial 6M digital contacts only!
           If, after numerous attempts at a QSO on varying dates,  AND on each failed attempt at a
           QSO I note that the station I am calling hears me well on PSKreporter, THEN evidence
           strongly suggests that the failure to communicate is intentional which is fine. Once I am
           aware that calling this station is a complete waste of valuable airtime and a high risk of
           interference to others, I place the callsign in the "DNC List" and simply won't call them.
           AIRTIME is VALUABLE  and interference levels are rising. FT8 is different!
Note3: We had to look up the meaning of "Luddite" and all learned a valuable historical lesson.
           I used The Google Search Engine for my research. It was not necessary to look up the
           meaning of any of the 4 letter profanities spewed at us on the ON4KST site afterwards.
Note4: 6M FT8 and/or MSK144 modes as a minimum at this time.
Note5: IP Address Blocked error on all pages of this chat site. Believed to be some form of
           punishment which should greatly impact my 6M EME operations if not shut them down.

CLICK HERE TO SEE THE 6M GROWTH RATE I HAVE EXPERIENCED

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zOpfsGrNvnk
https://www.k1six.com/WSJT_GROWTH_CHART.pdf#
https://www.k1six.com/6mWSJTall.pdf
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